
NGOs submit complaint about risk of MEP’s conflicts of interest

Corporate Europe Observatory, Friends of the Earth Europe, LobbyControl, and
Transparency International EU have today written to European Parliament President
Roberta Metsola to raise concerns about potential conflicts of interest regarding Angelika
Niebler, an MEP from the centre-right EPP group. The NGOs raise concerns about the
MEP’s side-jobs and her work, particularly on the Corporate Sustainability and Due
Diligence Directive currently being negotiated in the Parliament, and demand that President
Metsola undertake an urgent investigation accordingly.
The Corporate Sustainability and Due Diligence Directive (CSDDD) seeks to hold companies
accountable for human rights abuses, climate change, and environmental
destruction in their overseas operations and supply chain. It has been heavily lobbied
by corporate interests keen to limit their duties and liabilities. Our concerns about conflicts
of interest relate to the paid side-jobs of this MEP.
Angelika Niebler MEP (a CSU member of the EPP) is a member of the Board of Trustees of
the TÜV SÜD Foundation. This foundation is one of the two owners of TÜV SÜD AG, a
German company which provides certification services, including overseas. One of the
projects that TÜV SÜD certified was the dam at an iron ore mine owned by Vale near
Brumadinho, in Brazil. In January 2019 the dam burst, killing at least 270 people. Only four
months earlier, the Brazilian subsidiary of TÜV SÜD had confirmed the dam’s safety. TÜV
SÜD is registered in the EU lobby transparency register and it is active on the
“Sustainability and due diligence law”.
Additionally Niebler has a side-job at the Munich office of the US law firm Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher where she provides legal and strategic advice on European and international law
to companies with European and global interests. More widely Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher is
known for having represented large corporate clients facing law suits from communities in
the global south affected by those clients’ operations. Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher also
represented Uniper in its arbitration case under the Energy Charter Treaty when the Dutch
Government sought to introduce policies to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions.
The NGOs are concerned that as part of her work as an MEP on the CSDDD Niebler tabled
a series of amendments which relate to civil liability, the climate crisis, and other proposals
to generally weaken the scope of the directive. We consider that Niebler’s amendments to
the CSDDD could benefit her two side-job employers and that she is in a position of a
potential conflict of interest. Niebler has responded to our request for comment and has
denied that any conflicts of interest exist.
NGO responses
Vicky Cann of Corporate Europe Observatory said:

https://environmentsee.eu/emissions-trap-financial-institutions-still-feeding-the-gas-industry/
https://environmentsee.eu/emissions-trap-financial-institutions-still-feeding-the-gas-industry/
https://environmentsee.eu/indonesia-uncontacted-tribe-being-destroyed-for-electric-car-batteries/
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“After Qatargate there can be no excuses for the European Parliament not to investigate
potential conflicts of interest such as this. It’s imperative that President Metsola takes
urgent action as the Corporate Sustainability and Due Diligence Directive is being
negotiated right now, and it must become a robust tool to hold EU companies accountable
for their operations.”
Paul de Clerck of Friends of the Earth Europe said:
“We have seen Niebler do her utmost to dismantle the CSDDD and completely remove
climate obligations and civil liability for businesses from the text. The amendments she put
forward would strongly benefit the companies that they work for. It is unacceptable that
after Qatargate MEPs continue to have side-jobs with companies that have a direct interest
in weakening EU laws. This is ruining the reputation of the European Parliament.”
Verena Leyendecker of LobbyControl said:
“Missing information on side-jobs and related clients is a gateway for illegitimate influence.
This case clearly shows that we need more transparency and a strong enforcement of the
existing ban on lobby side-jobs for MEPs.”
Nick Aiossa of Transparency International EU said:
“MEPs holding paid side jobs with companies or organisations that seek to influence EU
policy constitutes a breach of the European Parliament’s own rules and poses a threat to the
integrity of the EU decision-making process. This case should be thoroughly investigated,
and if found guilty, the MEP in question should be sanctioned. In order to prevent future
conflicts of interest, it’s best to ban paid side jobs for MEPs altogether. MEPs are paid a full-
time salary for a full-time job, and voters rightly expect them to focus on that.”
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https://environmentsee.eu/european-union-rules-for-batteries-should-cover-bauxite-copper-iron/
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